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Sam and Friends Phonics Books
The 44 Sam and Friends Phonics Books have been designed to supplement a systematic
and explicit phonics program for beginning and remedial readers. Students will learn and
practice all of the common sound-spelling patterns in these take home books. Each book also
introduces two new sight words. With each successive book, students practice previously
introduced sound-spellings and sight words. Pennington Publishing’s remedial reading
curriculum, Teaching Reading Strategies, uses the same instructional scope and sequence.
Additionally, each take home book has five comprehension questions. The comprehension
questions are ideal for teacher and/or parent guided reading instruction, readers’ workshop,
literacy centers, and literature circles. Each question reinforces practice in the SCRIP
comprehension strategies (Summary, Connect, Re-think, Interpret, Predict) to promote readerauthor conversations and internal monitoring of text.
Plus, each take home book includes 30 second word fluency practice on the focus soundspellings and sight words with a systematic review of previously introduced sound-spellings and
sight words. Teachers, parents, and students will all value this targeted practice and quick
formative assessments as they see measurable reading improvement.
Teachers are licensed to copy and distribute all 44 of these economical take home books
(blackline masters) to their students. Just print back-to-back, fold, read and discuss... no staples
required. Your students (and parents) will love these fun and heart-warming and comical stories
about the adventures of Sam and his friends: Tom, Kit, and Deb. Oh, and also that crazy dog,
Pug.
The Sam and Friends Phonics Books have been organized into five collections:
Collection A:
Collection B:
Collection C:
Collection D:
Collection E:

Short Vowels and Consonants
Consonant Blends and Digraphs (Part 1)
Consonant Blends and Digraphs (Part 2)
Long Vowels and Silent Final e
r-controlled Vowels and Diphthongs

Books 1-8
Books 9-16
Books 17-24
Books 25-34
Books 35-44
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Design and Instructional Components
















Each book has four cartoons by master cartoonist, David Rickert. The cartoons are
designed to be appreciated by both older remedial readers and younger beginning readers.
The teenage characters are multi-ethnic and the stories focus on life outside of school.
Plots reinforce positive values and character development.
The books consist of highly decodable and systematic text to help readers learn, practice,
and develop reliance upon the alphabetic code. Decodable means that a high percentage
of words will be phonetically regular. Systematic means that each reader includes and
reinforces only previously introduced sound-spellings to scaffold instruction. Perfect for
Tier I and Tier II RtI instruction.
The books systematically introduce the most widely-accepted and research-based
sequence of instruction‒appropriate and effective for both beginning and remedial
readers. Pennington Publishing’s remedial reading curriculum, Teaching Reading
Strategies, follows this instructional scope and sequence.
Each book introduces two high-utility sight words (phonetically irregular words).
The language de-emphasizes idiomatic expressions (ideal for English-language learners).
The stories use non-predictable, non-repetitious, and non-patterned language to minimize
over-reliance upon context clues and knowledge of text structure.
The SCRIP comprehension strategies (Summary, Connect, Re-think, Interpret, Predict)
are embedded within the text pages, not at the end of the book, to promote reader-author
conversations and internal monitoring of text. Many require higher order thinking skills.
The books include five comprehension questions for each story.
The back page of each book introduces the sound-spellings and sight words.
The back page also includes 30 second word fluency practice on the focus soundspellings and sight words with a systematic review of previously introduced soundspellings and sight words. Quick and easy practice and effective formative assessment.
The books do not require a separate Teacher’s Guide. All instructional activities are
included in the books themselves.
These books are fun to read and fun to teach!

How to Copy and Fold the Take-home Books
Each book consists of eight pages in 5.5 x 8.5 inch booklet form. Books are formatted to be
copied back to back on two separate 8.5 x 11 pages for easy copying and collation. Just one fold
creates the take home books. No stapling is needed.
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How to Use the Sam and Friends Phonics Books
1. Introduce each of the sounds and spellings listed at the top of the back page of the reader
by pointing to the name, sound, and spellings on your phonics cards.
2. Practice sound-by-sound spelling blending (here’s how) for each of the listed soundspellings, using a few of the Word Fluency words.
3. Introduce the two sight words listed at the top of the back page of the reader and briefly
explain why each is not decodable, using only the sounds students have already mastered
as reference. For example, in Book 3 the sight words are a and from. Since the short
vowel sound /a/ was introduced in Book 1, it would be appropriate for the teacher to ask
“How should the a be pronounced? (Whole class response of short vowel /a/). Yes, that’s
right, but it isn’t. It’s a sight word and has to be memorized without sounding it out.”
Additionally, since the short vowel sound /o/ was just introduced in Book 3, it would be
appropriate to explain why the o in from makes it a sight word.
4. Point to each sight word and rehearse the pronunciation with whole class response until
students have mastery.
5. Read the Words: The first reading of the Sam and Friends Phonics Books
should require the reader to sound-out all of the decodable words and automatically
recognize the sight words. Point under each word as the reader reads. Prompt with
sounds, blends, and the blending motion if necessary. Then, point to the illustration.
6. Read for Meaning: The second reading should require the reader to understand the story.
The reader reads the story until the first SCRIP Comprehension Strategy question. Read
the question and help the reader discuss possible answers. Continue reading and
discussion page by page. Don’t worry about interrupting the flow of the story; the goal is
comprehension. Reference both text and illustration in discussing the questions. Point and
use the blending motion only when necessary.
7. Read for Fluency: The third and successive readings should require the reader to improve
fluency. Prompt the reader to read faster and pay careful attention to punctuation and
voice modulation. Reading along with the reader at a pace slightly faster than previous
reads is helpful. Avoid looking at the illustrations during this step.
8. Word Fluency: Have students complete 30 second fluency timings by reading the Word
Fluency words on the back page of the reader from left to right. Encourage students to
read quickly and accurately. Count the number of words read accurately in 30 seconds
and record in the spaces provided. Re-test until the reader has gained an appropriate level
of automaticity.
9. Read for fun! Readers will enjoy returning to these stories for independent reading.
10. Make sure to supplement the Sam and Friends Phonics Books with
expository text, such as the 43 leveled Animal Comprehension articles found in Teaching
Reading Strategies. Corresponding fluency practice for each of the 43 articles is also
provided.
Technical Note: Paragraphing is introduced in story #13. Take time to explain that a
paragraph organizes around an idea, section of a story, or speaker dialogue and that a new
paragraph signals a change. Also note that the font size is reduced beginning in Collection C
and once again in Collection E. Multi-syllabic words are introduced in story #32.
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books
Collection A: Short Vowels and Consonants
Book Short Vowel and Consonant Sounds
Animal Sound-Spelling Cards

Spellings

Sight Words

1

Anteater, Mouse, Tiger, Seagull

a
m, t, s

won

the

2

Iguana, Fox, Dog, Raccoon

i
f, d, r

was

where

3

Otter, Goose, Lion, Horse

o
g[a,o,u], l, h

a

from

4

Umbrella Bird, Bear, Camel

u
b, c[a,o,u] (_ck)

give

to

5

Elephant, Kangaroo, Vulture, Newt

e (_ea)
k[i,e], v, n (kn_)

friend

of

6

Pig, Wolf, Jackrabbit, Quail

p, w, j, q[u]

love

want

7

Yak, X-ray Fish, Zebra, Raccoon

y, x, z (s), r (wr)

buy

bought

8

Short Vowel Review and
Double Consonants

_ll, _ff, _ss, _zz

says

hour
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books
Collection B: Consonant Blends and Digraphs (Part 1)
Book Ending Consonant Blends

Spellings

Sight Words

9

Ending Consonant Blends

_nd, _st, _xt

ocean

come

10

Ending Consonant Blends

_nt (n’t), _lt

move

could

11

Ending Consonant Blends

_mp, _sk, _lp

heard

wolf

12

Ending Consonant Blends

_ft, _ld, _ng

said

what

13

Ending Consonant Blends

_lk, _nch, _pt

father

work

14

Ending Consonant Blends

_nk, _sp

some

money

Book Consonant Digraphs

Spellings

Sight Words

15

“th” Voiced Consonant Digraph

th_

should

does

16

“th” Unvoiced Consonant Digraph

th_, _th

water

they
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books
Collection C: Consonant Blends and Digraphs (Part 2)
Book Consonant Digraphs

Spellings

Sight Words

17

“sh” Voiced Consonant Digraph

sh_

clothes

people

18

“sh” Unvoiced Consonant Digraph

_sh

who

would

19

Consonant Digraphs

wh_, ch, _tch

talk

walk

Book Beginning Consonant Blends

Spellings

Sight Words

20

Beginning Consonant Blends

fl, sl, bl, cl, gl, pl

two

month

21

Beginning Consonant Blends

sm, sn, sp, st, sk, sc

been

have

22

Beginning Consonant Blends

br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr

your

do

23

Beginning Consonant Blends

shr, thr, str, spr, scr

store

sure

24

Beginning Consonant Blends

sw, tr, tw, spl, squ

there

are
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books
Collection D: Long Vowels and Silent Final e
Book Long Vowel Sounds and Silent Final e
Animal Sound-Spelling Cards
Single Syllable Words

Spellings

Sight Words

25

Ape

a, a_e, _ay, ai_, ei

more

done

26

Eagle (Long Vowel e)

e, _ee, ea, _ie_

learn

almost

27

Ibex

i, _igh, i_e, _y, _ie

warm

were

28

Okapi (Long Vowel o)

o, o_e, _oe, oa_, ow one

gone

29

Mule (Long Vowel u)

u, u_e, _ew, _ue

another

height

Book Long Vowel Sounds and Silent Final e
Animal Sound-Spelling Cards
Multi-syllabic Words

Spellings

Sight Words

30

Ape

a, a_e, _ay, ai_, ei

mother

son

31

Eagle (Long Vowel e)

e, _ee, ea, _ie_,
[c]ei, _y

their

busy

32

Ibex

i, _igh, i_e, _y, _ie

again

thorough

33

Okapi (Long Vowel o)

o, o_e, _oe, oa_, ow nothing

against

34

Mule (Long Vowel u)

u, u_e, _ew, _ue

guess

(Long Vowel a)

(Long Vowel i)

(Long Vowel a)

(Long Vowel i)

through
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Sam and Friends Phonics Books
Collection E: r –controlled Vowels and Diphthongs
Book r-controlled Vowels
Animal Sound-Spelling Cards

Spellings

Sight Words

35

Armadillo

ar

many

live

36

Orca

or

only

four

37

Ermine

er

front

door

38

Ermine

ir

thought

enough

39

Ermine

ur

pretty

Book Diphthongs
Animal Sound-Spelling Cards

Spellings

Sight Words

40

Cow

_ow, ou_

very

any

41

Rooster

oo, _ue, u, u_e, _ew lose

guy

42

Woodpecker

oo, _u_

listen

answer

43

Koi Fish

oi_, _oy

whole

truth

44

Hawk

aw, au, al, all

whose

other
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beautiful

Name ___________________________
Short o g[a,o,u], l, h

a

from

Word Fluency
lot

hit

gas

rot

a

from

lid

him

the

mom

dot

from

lot

hat

on

won

tag

hog

a

was

ham

Tom

from

fig

hot

where

hag

sod

a

dig

fog

Sam

hid

got

from

gag

had

rod

rid

God

Sam and
Friends

30 Second Timings (# of Words Correct)
___

___

___

___

___
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Sam had a hat.
The hat Sam got was from Tom.

Connect

Why is Sam hitting Tom with his hat?

Summarize

Re-tell this story in your own words.

Sam got the hat from the log.
Sam hit Tom.

Sam had the hat at the log.
The log was where Sam sat.
At the log Sam sat.
Interpret

Why is Tom behind the tree?

Tom hid from Sam.
Sam was mad at Tom.
Tom did it!
Tom hid the hat from him.
Sam had a fit.
Where was the hat?

Tom got the hat from Sam.
Tom hid the hat from him.
Tom hid it at the log where Sam
sat.
Re-think

Why did Tom hide Sam’s hat at the log where Sam sat?

Predict

What will Sam do?

Name ___________________________
_sh unvoiced

who

would

Word Fluency
friend

clothes

mash

shush

move

gosh

from

give

people

won

want

mesh

love

would

of

wish

bought

says

hour

shin

who

ocean

shack

where

come

could

cash

heard

wolf

who

said

would

work

lash

shut

water

should

father

does

hour

money

gush

who

would

shot

Sam and
Friends
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Deb was sad, and Kit was mad.
The friends went back to The Clothes
Shed. And a cop went with them.
***
The friends had left The Clothes
Shed with a bag full of clothes to have
lunch on the dock. They sat on a bench
to have lunch. Deb put the bag of
clothes next to them on the deck.
“Deb felt a bump,” said Kit to the
cop.
“And then what?” asks the cop.
“A man got the bag and ran past
us to the end of the dock,” said Deb.
“Some man who has a big gash on his
left leg, up on the shin,” said Kit.

Interpret

Why did Deb get bumped?

Tom, Sam, and Pug walk to The Clothes
Store with the cop. Back at The Clothes Shop,
the cop gives the bag of clothes to Deb.
“This dog got the man who had the bag of
clothes,” says the cop.
“Pug did?” asks Kit.
“Yes, that dog did,” says the cop.
Deb gives Pug a big hug.

Summarize

Re-tell this story in your own words.

Pug jumps up on the man’s back.
Then the cop gets to the man, who has a
big gash on his left shin.
“Got him! yells the cop. This is the
man who robs the people who shop at The
Clothes Shed. That dog is fast!
“This dog got the man who had the
bag of clothes,” says the cop.

The cops want to get that man.
The man robs people who shop at The
Clothes Shed.
The cop said that they would put a
cop on the docks, and with some luck, Deb
would get back the bag of clothes.
Connect

Why do the police especially want to get that robber?

Back at Sam’s, Tom tells Sam and
asks if Sam wants to fish at the docks.
Sam does. The friends pick long rods
for ocean fish and jump in Tom’s van
with Pug. Then they head to the ocean.
The friends got to the docks and
sat on a bench to fish. Pug was with
them next to the bench.
“If Pug got his wish, that dog
would fish with us,” said Tom.
“Yes, Pug would,” said Sam.

A man with a bag in his hand runs
past Sam, Tom, and Pug. on the dock.
Then, a cop ran past them and says,
“Get that man!”
Sam says, “Get him, Pug!” Pug is
quick and runs fast.

Re-think

Do Tom and Sam know that Deb and Kit are at the docks?

Predict

What will Pug do?

Name ___________________________
/oy/

oi_, _oy

whole

truth

Word Fluency
whole

truth

point

joyful

lose

oyster

listen

guy

very

guess

boyfriend soil

whole

coins

want

buy

boil

many

answer

hood

soy

moist

stood

truth

move

could

with

rejoice

thought

said

oil

truth

any

void

foot

beautiful enough

enjoy

pretty

foil

whole

coil

employ

put

live
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Sam made it through his first day of
school. He liked his teachers though he did have
some homework. Mostly it was homework for his
mom. She had to sign a whole bunch of forms and
class letters for Sam’s teachers.
Sam gets a ride to school in the mornings
with Tom, Kit, and Deb, but he has to walk home
or to the hot dog stand each day. Sam will be
walking a lot this year.
“Maybe I should bring my bike and keep it
in Tom’s van,” Sam thinks out loud. “If the girls do
clean up the van, there might be room for my
bike.”
Sam feels bad that Pug has been by himself
all day, so Sam stops off at the pet store and
buys a new rubber chew toy for Pug. Sam hopes
that he made the right choice for Pug. Pug can be
a real picky dog sometimes.Tom says that Sam
spoils his dog, and Sam knows it’s the truth. When
Sam gets home, Pug runs into another room. Pug is
still mad at Sam.

Pug barks once. Sam frowns. Pug barks again.
Sam smiles. Pug barks a third time.
“What does three barks mean, Pug? You’re
no help. I’ll have to decide by myself.”
Sam goes into his bedroom and lies down on
his bed to think. Sam hopes that Pug won’t be mad
at Sam again tomorrow. Tomorrow will be a long
day for Pug (and for Sam, too). Sam has to work at
the hot dog stand after school until five o’clock. It
will be a long time for Pug to be home by himself.
But Sam can’t buy a new chew toy every day for
Pug. Sam doesn’t make that much money at the hot
dog stand. Besides, he needs money to take Kit
out.
That’s it. Sam has decided. He takes out his
phone and says, “Okay Google, phone Kit.”

“Oh don’t be mad, Pug. I have to go to
school. I don’t like leaving you alone any more than
you like staying here by yourself,” says Sam.
“Look, Pug, I bought you a present.”
Predict

Will Pug like his present and forgive Sam for being gone?

Summarize

Re-tell this story in your own words.

Sam and Pug get home from their walk. It’s
time for dinner. Mom had texted Sam that she
would be late, so Sam should make his own dinner.
Sam broils two burgers—one for himself and one
for Pug as a treat. Pug is excited. A new chew toy
and now a moist burger? Maybe he shouldn’t be
mad at Sam any more.
While they they eat, Sam asks Pug for help.
“Pug, I know you don’t like Kit, and you know
that she doesn’t like you that much. But I like Kit
a lot. If Kit is ever going to be my girl, I have to
ask her out. Tell me what to do, Pug. Tell me the
truth: Bark one time if I should ask her out; bark
twice if I shouldn’t.”
Interpret

Why is Sam asking Pug for his advice about Kit?

Pug slowly walks back into the living room. Sam
throws the chew toy to Pug and Pug jumps up to
catch it. Pug likes it!
“Good boy, Pug,” says Sam. “I missed you
today.” Sam leans down to pet Pug on the head.
Pug is busy chewing on his toy. Another chew
toy to destroy! How fun!

Sam does his homework and then he and Pug
go for a walk down by the lake. Pug loves to walk
by the lake. Part of the lake where they take
walks is a leash-free dog park. Pug just loves to
get off that leash.
He chases birds and squirrels even though
he never catches any of them. Just like he never
catches the ice cream truck. Just like he never
got that trained monkey down by the dock.
Chasing is fun even if Pug doesn’t catch anything.
Pug has to smell everything. The flowers,
the grass, the trees, and where other dogs have
visited.

As Pug is playing by himself, Sam has plenty
of time to think. Of course, Sam is thinking about
Kit.
Tom is right that Kit will meet a lot of guys
at school. It’s time to ask Kit to be his girl, but
they haven’t even gone out on a date.
To tell the truth, Sam is just scared. What
if she says “No?” Deb told Sam that Kit wouldn’t,
but what if she does? It might ruin their friendship.
Pug comes racing up to Sam, panting and
drooling from his play.
“It’s a lot for a boy to think over,” says
Sam to Pug. “Should I or shouldn’t I?”
Sam gets a text from his mom and tells
Pug, “It’s time to head back home, boy,”
Sam puts on the leash and they walk back
with Pug still panting and Sam deep in thought.

Re-think

Does Tom really want Sam to get rid of Pug?

Connect

Why does Sam have to make a decision about Kit?

